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Improving Low-Carbon Concrete
Durability by Using 3D-Printed
Auxetic Fibres

OBJECTIVE

Moving towards a greener concrete
construction while maintaining
excellent quality and durability...

BACKGROUND

Climate change is one of the greatest

challenges facing humanity. The construction

industry is the 3  largest source of anthropogenic

CO  emissions due to the rapid increase of the

global cement production [1]. Concrete is the

most widely used building material in the world.

It consists of fine and coarse aggregates bonded

by a cement paste composed of cement and

water. Portland cement (PC) is the most

commonly used cement type.
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Reinforcing concrete with plastic fibres can

improve its mechanical properties, impact

absorption and cracking control [3]. Fibres

commonly used by industry have linear shape and

work only in one direction, which affects their

efficiency and application. Complex two-

dimensional shapes can eliminate these

disadvantages. In this respect, auxetic shapes can

be especially useful due to their negative Poisson's

ratio, which results in increasing level of cracking

control. This project investigated the method of

manufacturing auxetic fibres using additive

manufacturing (3D printing) with Polylactic Acid

(PLA), which is a renewable thermoplastic polymer

derived from corn starch [4].

The approach to climate change mitigation is based on

the transformation towards a circular economy, which

relies on the recycling of waste materials. In the

construction industry, the recycling of wastes and by-

product materials can be efficiently combined with the

reduction of cement use by employing Geopolymer

cements (GPCs). The use of materials such as ground

granulated blastfurnace slag (GGBS), coal fly ash and

silica fume can generate up to 80% less CO   than PCs [2].2
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METHODOLOGY

Eurocodes and National Annexes were used throughout the project to ensure

uniform quality of the work produced. 

Selecting suitable auxetic shapes and materials for the fibres.

3D designing and printing the preferred fibre shapes.

Investigating the properties of the alternative cements and designing a mix.

Casting conventional and CemFree (i.e. the designed GPC mix) concrete

cylinders and mortar prisms with and without the addition of auxetic fibres.

Evaluating the mechanical properties of the specimens using several tests

including tensile splitting and 3-point bending tests.

RESULTS

The early tensile and compressive strength is lower in the CemFree specimens than in the

PC ones.

The specimens containing fibres have a reduced early strength compared to the reference.

The elastic modulus is recorded higher in the cement compositions, thus CemFree mixes

have lower stiffness .

The specimens containing fibres have a reduced elastic modulus compared to the

reference.

The 14-day strength is increased in relation to the 7-day strength. 

Bending Strength of Mortar Prisms at 7 & 14 Days in MPa (Black

and Orange Respectively)
Compressive Strength of Mortar Prisms at 7 & 14 Days in MPa

(Black and Orange Respectively)

Elastic Modulus of Mortar Prisms in GPa - Cement Mortars in

Black and CemFree Mortars in Orange

Tensile Strength of Concrete Cylinders at 7 & 14 Days in MPa

(Black and Orange Respectively)
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FINDINGS

The strength of the CemFree mixes is expected to be lower, as GPCs tend to react

slower. Over time, however, GPC mixes demonstrate improved strength and durability

in comparison with PC mixes.

Lower elastic modulus means lower stiffness, therefore higher plasticity to withstand

deformation.

Concrete and mortar specimens containing polymer fibres remained intact even after

cracking, as opposed to reference specimens, which split in half.

CONCLUSIONS

The addition of PLA auxetic fibres has increased the

plasticity of the specimens, therefore improving their

durability as well as cracking control.

The early strength of Low-Carbon compositions may be

inferior to that of conventional mixes, as these by-products

require more time than PC to develop their properties.

Further investigation will be conducted to study the

behaviour of CemFree concrete and mortars as well as the

effect of these auxetic polymer fibres in time.
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